
  Height Adjustable Tables - Activate Sit Stand
Activate Sit Stand

Activate Sit Stand
Ready to order in November 2015!

Any workstation can now be height adjustable, without the need to install height adjustable bases. Activate is a

rear-mounted, fully featured sit stand workstation. It simply attaches to the desk in 15 minutes and provides a

standing solution without cluttering the worksurface. 

Features

Unit easily mounts to any worksurface with rear-mounted

clamp or grommet

22”of effortless gas assisted travel, meeting ANSI/HFES

standards and accommodating the 5th to 95th percentile of

users
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Fully ergonomic solution with keyboard and monitor height

adjustment and tilt

Entire unit swings away leaving the desk surface fully

accessible

Keyboard platform has 3.3" of height adjustment as well

as focal depth adjustment and negative tilt

Single and dual monitor versions available

Specifications

Clamp is reversible to install on 24” or 30” depth

worksurfaces

Total weight capacity 5-25lbs

Monitor weight capacity 5-20lbs (8lbs per monitor for dual

screen version)

Monitor independently height adjusts (9.5”), tilts
Stand up desk conversion

(45-degrees), swivels (180-degrees) and rotates

(180-degrees)

Unit comes standard with two 28”x10” phenolic accessory

and keyboard surfaces (with wrist rest)

Clamp requires 5” of space under the desk surface

Grommet size: 5/8”

Black finish (white and silver finishes are also available) 

10-year warranty

Independently adjustable keyboard tray and separate work
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